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“The Parable of the Fruity Fig” 
by 

Ginny Neil 
 
 

What A fig tree decides to try and be something he’s not, but things don’t go the way 
he plans.  Themes: Parable, Bible, God’s Mercy, Judgement  

 
Who Narrator 

Fig Tree 1 
Fig Tree 2 
Fig Tree 3 
Fig Tree 4 
Master  
Gardner 

  

 
When Present 
 
Wear 
(Props) 

Four green ball caps with a strip of Velcro 2 inches long across the front  
Cardboard cutouts of fruit with Velcro on the back for attaching to the caps: 23 
figs, 1 pear, 2 bananas, 2 pineapples (the pear, bananas and pineapples should 
be gaudy) 
A straw hat for the gardener, and a pair of garden gloves 
A canvas bag for the gardener—place in it a bag of Fig Newtons, a blanket, a 
cardboard book with the title, “Anatomy of a Fig” 
Four small brown lunch bags for the trees (the bags hold the cardboard fruit) 

 
Why Luke 13:6-9 
 
How Keep the energy and pacing up. Acting can be larger-than-life. Have fun!  
 
Time Approximately 5 minutes 
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Narrator:  Once upon a time, there was a man who owned a large orchard of fig 
trees.  

Four trees walk out and all except the last one attach a fig to their hats. 

 The man who owned the orchard used his figs to make delicious 
cookies which he gave away to the poor and hungry. Because he was 
busy, he hired a gardener to take care of his orchard.  

Gardener enters and each tree bows down while he gathers the figs. As he gathers the 
fruit, he gives each tree a thumbs up or says something positive to it. 

 The gardener really loved his Master’s trees. But, one of them was not 
like the rest.  

Gardener approaches last tree which bows down but has no figs. 

 It never bore fruit. 

Gardener:  Little tree, it’s time for you to produce some fruit. You’re certainly old 
enough. Why haven’t you given our Master some figs? 

Tree shrugs and the Gardener reaches into his sack and pulls out a blanket which he tucks 
around the tree. 

Gardener:  Maybe you aren’t warm enough. Next year, I expect you to produce 
some figs. 

Narrator:  A year passed. Once again each tree produced figs  

Tree 1, Tree 2, and Tree 3 place another fig on their hats. 

 …except for the last one.  

Tree 4 places a pear on his hat. 

 That tree produced a pear.  

Gardener gathers figs and then walks up and plucks the pear. 

Gardener:  I’m glad to see you are producing fruit. But, this isn’t a fig. It’s a pear. 
The Master can’t make fig cookies out of pears. His factory is not set 
up for that. I want you to grow some figs next year. The master is 
counting on you. Perhaps, you need some instructions…Here’s a book 
for you to read. (Reaches into bag and hands the tree a book titled: 
Anatomy of a Fig) 
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Narrator:  Another year passed and once again all the trees produced fruit. Each 
tree produced delicious figs for the Master’s cookie factory.  

Trees 1, 2, and 3 attach figs to their hats. 

 Except the last one. Once again, he produced something new.  

Tree 4 places a banana on his hat. 

Fig Tree 1:  Look he’s doing it again. 

Fig Tree 2:  Quit showing off. That fruit is gorgeous but it’s useless. The Master 
can’t make cookies out of it.  

Fig Tree 1:  He’s right. You had better grow figs. Last time a tree didn’t produce, 
well… (draws hand across throat) 

Fig Tree 4:  Oh that won’t happen to me. I am producing fruit. It’s just prettier 
than yours and you’re jealous. 

Fig Tree 3:  He’s right. Figs are boring and ugly. I want a yellow fruit. Can you show 
me how to grow one?  

Tree 4 reaches in bag and hands the Tree 3 a banana. Tree 3 pulls his fig off and replaces 
it with the banana. All of the trees straighten up and act like trees as the Gardener enters. 

Gardener:  Hello beautiful fig trees. I hope you’ve been busy growing figs for our 
master. It seems there are more hungry people every year. (Gardener 
begins to gather fruit. When he gets to the third tree he stops) Holy Fig 
Newtons! What’s this? Two of you? This is awful. You need to stop this. 
The master wants figs. He won’t be happy. He might even cut you 
down. Please work on growing figs. Here, eat some of these, (pulls out 
a bag of Fig Newtons) maybe they will help. (Gardener exits.) 

Narrator:  Yet another year passed. Once again the trees drank up the rain and 
soaked up the sun as they grew figs for their master.  

Trees 1 and 2 place figs on their hats. Tree 3 looks at the Tree 4, who hands over a 
pineapple. They both attach the pineapples to their hats. 

 Because the harvest from the year before had not been so good, the 
Master decided to join his Gardener in the orchard. (Master and 
Gardener enter) They went to each tree gathering figs. When they 
reached the third tree the master picked the strange looking fruit. 
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Master:  What is this? I can’t make cookies out of pineapples. They will gum up 
my factory and then how would the hungry be fed? Whose fault is 
this?  

Trees 1, 2, and 3 point to Tree 4 and the Master approaches it. 

 Why aren’t you growing figs?  

Tree 4 shrugs and the Master turns to the Gardener. 

 You will have to cut this tree down so I can plant a new one. It is 
affecting the performance of all of my other trees. 

Gardener:  Oh, please no. Not that. I love this tree. I know it can do better. Please 
give it one more year. 

Master:  I don’t have time to wait. If you don’t cut it down, I will.  

The Gardener swings an imaginary axe and Tree 4 falls to the ground. Tree 3 reaches into 
her bag and quickly places a fig on her head, and points it out to the Gardener. He picks it 
before exiting with the Master. 

Narrator:  And so the fruity fig was chopped down. The next spring, the 
Gardener went to the spot where the fruity fig fell,  

Gardener enters and kneels at the spot. 

 He piled the soil up carefully and fed and watered it.  

Gardener leaves. 

 Soon a small sprout grew from the roots and lifted its leaves to the 
sun,  

Tree 4 uncurls and begins to stand. 

 …and produced fruit. 

When it is fully upright, the tree places three figs on its hat, all the other trees look over, and 
seeing the three figs, place three on their hats. 

 In the fall, when the Gardener came to gather figs, he found so many 
that he was able to make enough cookies to feed everyone who was 
hungry.  

Gardner walks over, gathers figs, and exits out to the audience to hand out fig cookies. 
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